COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS

Established for over 35 years,
we have focused exclusively
on providing unbeatable office
technology, and although we are
a truly national operation, our
success has been forged around
our unique network of local offices
providing on-the-spot response,
rapport and reliability.

Unified Communications
We live in a 24-hour society when the office never shuts and efficient and instant communication has
never been more important. Altodigital provides a unique blend of telecommunication services that
optimise your business processes, help you to control costs and ensure 100% connectivity.
Through Unified Communications (UC) you can be sure of providing users with a consistent, reliable
interface and experience across multiple devices and media types. That means your organisation is
always open for business wherever you are, around the clock.
Seamlessly integrated and executed, the primary benefits of investing in UC as part of a total
telecommunications solution include: improved efficiency, reduced communication costs, increased
revenue and better all round customer services.

Full connectivity
Any loss of connectivity can have immediate consequences
in terms of your business performance and accessibility.
Ensuring ongoing continuity through smart use of technology
means you are always available and continue working
regardless of the circumstances.
Our aim is to connect your workforce, your customers and your
market to your offering through intelligent, efficient and reliable
UC solutions that never stop working and delivering.

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

Connect faster than your competition
With our Virtual Office Pro, smart mobile apps and video conferencing
solutions, you will always be ahead of your competitors and the first
in line when it comes to receiving and efficiently responding to new
business leads and opportunities.
With a host of clever features at your fingertips, you will be able to direct
numbers, call forward, engage in integrated chat, take part in three-way
conferencing and much more.

Smarter connectivity throughout your business
With Virtual Office, you will never miss a call with flexible call
forwarding, benefit from instantaneous conferencing with video,
engage in corporate chat, enjoy the freedom to send/receive faxes on
any computer and ensure remote workers don’t sound remote at all!
Hold cloud-hosted, interactive video meetings so you can see and
engage with your customers, make key decisions and deal with
technical issues. Our software allows you to share content and
control/share meeting responsibilities more effectively.
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Our advanced mobile apps ensure all devices ring at the same
time, are compatible with both Apple/Android devices, have cellular
network/WiFi capabilities and video call functionality.
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The Benefits
• Improved productivity throughout your business
Communication Solutions
Your business simply can’t afford to
lose any capability when it comes to
maintaining effective communication.
Altodigital provides highly efficient
and affordable UC and intelligent
phone solutions that lead to greater
employee productivity, reduced costs
and increased mobility.

• Potential for reduced business costs given better
use of resources
• Easy integration and installation
• Lower communication costs
• Increased mobility and connectivity
• Cloud-hosted – for sharing content and responsibilities

To find out more about Altodigital telephone:

0345 241 5444
email: learnmore@altodigital.com
or visit us at: www.altodigital.com

